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We do science communication for people with BLV, diverse needs

Stu interaction design, me legally blind artist at Rossjohn lab at 
BDI Monash

background/ gap

plenty of scientific data around us!

So much of it is vision based and vision biased…



IMMUNOLOGY 
DATA

A huge amount of 
beautiful  images abbot 
biomedicine…

electron microscopes,
X-ray diffractometers 

synchrotrons

show us the world at 
atomic level, really  
beautiful!!



for people with Low Vision or 
Blindness, the world of 

microbiology can be  
out of sight and 

out of reach



So, in 2018 under the guidance and initiative of my 
boss Prof Jamie Rossjohn, at the Biomedicine 

Discovery Institute, Monash we started the Monash 
Sensory Science Initiative to make Biomedical research 

accessible to people with low vision or blindness



2021 Stu and I got the  National 
Science Week grant to create and 
exhibit a set of multisensory  
Interactive Science books for blind 
and low vision readers

The books are about immunity, gut 
health and microbiome, celebrating 
the United Nations International 
Year of Fruits and Vegetables 



10 Books made, A3 size laminated pages 

text contributions from top researchers at Monash BDI working in immunity and gut 
health

large print, braille, tactile artworks of the immune system, computer aided interactions,  
using fiducials to detect page turning and prompts so that books can read to you via 
headphones

tactile art works on every page, a mini exhibition in each book
eg protein molecules, structures of vitamins like A and B metabolites , immune cells, 
viruses, bacteria, 

artworks are sonified, sound is triggered via fiducial interaction and hand movement

books sit on individual stands with headphone jacks and powered by mac minis

virtual book launch due to COVID shut down, cut to video













Many thanks to all the people who have contributed to making the books – the 
Rossjohn lab, Monash Biomedicine Discovery Institute and the IxD Lab at Swinburne

Also thanks to Inspiring Australia National Science Week  
Dept of Industry, Science, Energy and Resources

Contact 
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sfavilla@swin.edu.au
Dr Erica Tandori

erica.tandori@monash.edu
Rossjohn lab

https://rossjohnlab.com/
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